
TNS: A Canadian Recognized Market Leader
TNS Smart Network Inc. is Canada’s largest, privately owned ABM processor, providing 

connectivity and processing solutions for ISOs in the Canadian marketplace for ABMs.

Established in 1996 TNS has continually delivered the latest in systems technology, software 

products and service, empowering its ISOs to successfully manage their ABM portfolio.

Together, TNS and DCC offer:

a	In-depth experience in cash-handling, support and 
 financial infrastructure

a	Seamless onboarding and ongoing  
 post-implementation support

Don’t miss out on this innovative revenue opportunity.
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Dynamic Currency 
Conversion

Is Dynamic Currency Conversion Right for you?

a	Are you an approved ISO for International transactions?

a	Are International travelers using your ABMs?

a	Are you looking for new revenue streams within your existing ABM network?

TO CARDHOLDER

a	Convenient

a	Simple & easy  
 to understand

a	Comfort of  
 transacting in the 
 cardholder’s home  
 currency

a Ease of accounting 
 and reconciling  
 post-trip

a Certainty of 
 transaction 
 end-to-end 

TO YOU

a	New revenue  
 stream

a	Foreign exchange 
 provided through 
 a trusted and   
 experienced partner

a	Enhanced  
 customer service

a	Transparent  
 reporting

Every transaction  
benefits you and  
the cardholder

Now’s the time to capture foreign exchange 
opportunities in your ABM network. 

Put DCC to work for you.



Increase transaction revenues with  
Dynamic Currency Conversion on your
ABMs processing with TNS

Introducing DCC with TNS

DCC - Dynamic Currency Conversion 
- allows you to capture revenue from 
every foreign exchange transaction 
involving international cards on your 
ABM network. 

n Seamlessly add DCC to all of your ABM 
at no charge or expense to you

n Earn new revenue on every international 
transaction

n Receive detailed and transparent 
transaction reporting with ongoing 
customer service

n Foreign exchange risk and transaction 
settlements managed by TNS

n Provide international cardholders with 
the instantaneous choice to convert to 
their home currency with real-time rates

3  Easy reconciliation in statements

1  Live foreign exchange choices on ABM screen

2     ABM receipts

An innovative 
revenue 

opportunity 
from Canada’s

leading
transaction

processor.

Let TNS maximize foreign 
exchange opportunities for you

Supporting practically all foreign currencies, TNS’s Dynamic 

Currency Conversion Solution offers ISOs a new revenue 

stream by offering a service that is preferred by the traveling 

public.  Made available through your existing ABM network, 

TNS’s DCC Solution enables your ABMs to offer currency 

exchange services to consumers who use foreign-issued cards. 

With DCC, ISOs can expand their reach and drive more traffic 

to targeted ABMs.

1. The transparency TNS’s DCC offer provides your consumer  
  with comfort in knowing exactly how much their account     
  will be debited for the transaction

2. DCC on most models of ABMs only requires a software   
  update

3. TNS provides the convenience of enabling DCC on an    
  ABM by ABM basis

TNS Smart Network Inc. is Canada’s largest, 
privately owned ABM processor, providing 
connectivity and processing solutions for ISOs 
in the Canadian marketplace for ABMs.  

Established in 1996 TNS has continually 
delivered the latest in systems technology, 
software products and service, empowering 
its ISOs to successfully manage their ABM 
portfolio.
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